University-Alumni Tours

Gustolab International designs and organizes university alumni tours in collaboration with professors and alumni associations at universities.

An example is the HWS alumni/alumnae and parent trip held in 2013 with tour leaders, Elena Ciletti and Jim Crenner. The program entitled ‘Artistic and Culinary Culture in Rome’ included: visits and tours of art related sites, and neighborhoods of Rome, a restoration workshop, thematic meals, a lecture on art and food, and an excursion to the countryside of Rome to visit a Slow Food cheese production. Program participants also had a chance to meet and interact with HWS students studying abroad in Rome.

Learn More About our Programs

Semester Programs

GLi partners with the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and Hobart and William Smith Colleges to create customized semester programs. Discover the programs developed from our collaboration. Learn More

Thematic Short Programs

We design, promote and manage short experiential programs with different universities. Students partake in facilitated study tours that provide direct knowledge from professionals working in the field. Click Here
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